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Abstract. Clustering is a challenging topic in the area of Web data management. Var-
ious forms of clustering are required in a wide range of applications, including find-
ing mirrored Web pages, detecting copyright violations, and reporting search results
in a structured way. Clustering can either be performed once offline, (independently
to search queries), or online (on the results of search queries). Important efforts have
focused on mining Web access logs and to cluster search engine results on the fly. On-
line methods based on link structure and text have been applied successfully to finding
pages on related topics. This paper presents an overview of the most popular method-
ologies and implementations in terms of clustering either Web users or Web sources and
presents a survey about current status and future trends in clustering employed over the
Web.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, more and more people rely on the World Wide Web to acquire knowledge and
information by navigating Websites. However, the exponentially growing of the Web implies
difficulties in the way people interact, search, do business etc. Therefore, issues related with
organizing the Web content and the structure of a Website become quite popular in recent
research efforts.

A lot of previous work has focused on Web data clustering (e.g. [2,5]). Web data clustering
is the process of grouping Web data into "clusters" so that similar objects are in the same class
and dissimilar objects are in different classes. Its goal is to organize data circulated over the
Web into groups / collections in order to facilitate data availability and accessing, and at
the same time meet user preferences. Therefore, the main benefits include: increasing Web
information accessibility, understanding users’ navigation behaviour, improving information
retrieval and content delivery on the Web.

We can broadly categorize Web data clustering into (I)users’ sessions-basedand (II)
link-based. The former uses the Web log data and tries to group together a set of users’
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navigation sessions having similar characteristics. In this framework, Web-log data provide
information about activities performed by a user from the moment the user enters a Web site
to the moment the same user leaves it [6]. The records of users’ actions within a Web site
are stored in a log file. Each record in the log file contains the client’s IP address, the date
and time the request is received, the requested object and some additional information -such
as protocol of request, size of the object etc. Figure 1 presents a sample of a Web access
log file from an educational Web server (the Department of Computer Science in Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki). Usually, we need to do some data processing, such as invalid
data cleaning and session identification [8]. Data cleaning removes log entries (e.g. images,
css files etc) that are not needed for the mining process. In order to identify unique users’
sessions, heuristic methods are (mainly) used [6], based on IP, and session time-outs. In this
context, it is considered that a new session is created when a new IP address is encountered
or if the visiting page time exceeds a time threshold (i.e. 30 minutes) for the same IP-address.
Then, the original Web logs are transferred into user access session datasets for analysis. The
above process is illustrated in Figure 2. Clustering users’ sessions are useful for discovering
both groups of users exhibiting similar browsing patterns and groups of pages having related
content based on how often URL references occur together across them. Therefore, clustering
users’ sessions is more important in some Web applications, such as on-line monitoring user
behaviour, on-line performance analysis, and detecting traffic problems.

Fig. 1. A sample of Web Server Log File.

Clustering of Web documents helps to discover groups of pages having related content.
In general, a Web document can be considered as a collection of Web Pages (a set of related
Web resources, such as HTML files, XML files, images, applets, multimedia resources etc.).
The main contributions of clustering the Web documents are to improve both the Web in-
formation retrieval (e.g. search engines) and content delivery on the Web. In this framework,
the Web topology can be regarded as a directed graph, where the nodes represent the Web
pages with URL addresses and the edges among nodes represent the hyperlinks among Web
pages. Therefore, new techniques are used in order to recognize and group hypertext nodes
into cohesive documents. In this context, the idea of compound documents [11] and logical
information units [29] has been evolving recently. A compound document is a set of Web
pages that contains at least a tree embedded within the document. A necessary condition for
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Fig. 2. Clustering users navigation sessions : An overview

a set of Web pages to form a compound document is that their link graph should contain a
vertex that has a path to every other part of the document. Moreover, the notion of Web page
communities [18] has gain ground lately in order to organize Web sources and meet Web
user requirements. More specifically, a Web community is defined as a set of Web pages that
link to more Web pages in the community than to pages outside of the community. A Web
community enables Web crawlers to effectively focus on narrow but topically related subsets
of the Web.

Much of previous work has focused on understanding the Web user needs and on organiz-
ing Web data sources (e.g. pages, documents) [3,4,5,28]. Clustering methodologies have been
proven beneficial in terms of grouping Web users in clusters such that the various information
circulation activities can be facilitated. In this framework, the XML language is nowadays the
standard Web data exchange format. Using XML, one can annotate pages or data exchanged
in the Web using tags, providing interoperability and enabling automatic processing of Web
resources. Clustering of XML documents brings new challenges, since an XML document
encodes not only data but also structure, in one entity [1].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 survey the most popular
methodologies for Web data clustering. Section 4 presents the XML data clustering perspec-
tives and future trends. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives some future remarks.
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2 Users’ Sessions-based Clustering

The algorithms for users’ sessions clustering may be classified into two approaches: similarity-
based and model-based (or probabilistic).

2.1 Similarity-based clustering approach

Similarity measures have been proposed towards capturing Web users’ common practices
whereas effective Web users’ logs processing has resulted in the definition of users’ session
patterns. The first step is to determine the attributes that should be used to estimate similarity
between users’ sessions (in other words, we determine the users’ session representation).
Then, it is determined the "strength" of the relationships between the attributes (similarity
measures/correlation distance). Finally, clustering algorithms (hierarchical or partitional) are
applied in order to determine the classes/clusters to which each user session will be assigned.
The hierarchical algorithms define a hierarchy of clustering, merging always the most similar
clusters. On the other hand, the partitional approaches (i.e. k-means) define a "flat" clustering
into a pre-determined number of clusters (with minimal costs).

Originally, sessions clustering efforts considered sessions as unordered sets of "clicks",
where the number of common pages visited was a similarity indication between sessions.
The most popular measures that are used are euclidean distance, cosine measure, and Jaccard
coefficient. Later on, it was recognized that the order of visiting pages is important, since
for example visiting a page A after a page B is not the same information as knowing that
both A and B belong to the same session. In this context, the most indicative similarity-based
clustering approaches, which have been proposed in the past, can be summarized as follows:

– Sequence Alignment Method(SAM) [20], where sessions are chronologically ordered
sequences of page accesses. SAM measures similarities between sessions, taking into
account the sequential order of elements in a session. SAM distance measure between
two sessions is defined as the number of operations that are required in order to equalize
the sessions (dynamic programming method to match related sessions).

– Generalization-based clustering[16] uses page URLs to construct a hierarchy, for cat-
egorizing the pages (partial ordering of Web pages, leaf is the Web page file, non-leaf
nodes are the general pages). Then, the pages in each user session are replaced by the
corresponding general pages and clustered using the BIRCH algorithm [34].

– Clickstream (sessions) analysis[25] evaluates the similarities between two clickstreams.
More specifically, the similarity between two clickstreams requires finding similarity /
distance between two page views. Since semantic analysis is not possible, the degree
of similarity between two page views is proportional to their relative frequency of co-
occurrence. In this context, authors in [3] cluster two clickstreams using as criterion the
length of the largest subsequence common (LCS) between two clickstreams.

2.2 Model-based (or probabilistic) clustering approach

Model-based clustering techniques have been widely used and have shown promising re-
sults in many applications involving Web data [2,4]. More specifically, in the model-based
approach the users’ sessions clusters are generated as follows:
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1. A user arrives at the Web site in a particular time and is assigned to one of a predeter-
mined number of clusters with some probability. The number of clusters is determined
by using several probabilistic methods, such as BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion),
bayesian approximations, or bootstrap methods [14].

2. The behaviour of each cluster is governed by a statistical model and the user’s behavior
is generated from this model to that cluster.

Each cluster has a data-generating model with different parameters for each cluster. There-
fore, this model can be well defined, if only we learn the parameters of each model compo-
nent, which are the probability distribution used to assign users to the various clusters and the
number of components. The model structure can be determined by model selection techniques
and parameters estimated using maximum likelihood algorithms, e.g., the EM (Expectation-
Maximization) algorithm [10]. Markov models (i.e. first order Markov models, or Hidden
Markov models) [2,4] are the most indicative models that are used for users’ sessions. Once
the model is learned, we can use it to assign each user to a cluster or fractionally to the
set of clusters. Compared to similarity-based methods, model-based methods offer better in-
terpretability since the resulting model for each cluster directly characterizes that cluster.
Model-based clustering algorithms often have a computational complexity that is "linear" in
the number of data objects under certain practical assumptions.

3 Link-based Clustering

Due to the high heterogeneity of Web documents, the information seeking on the Web has
many difficulties. Recently, researchers suggested to apply clustering to Web documents in
order to improve the Web searching process [5]. In this approach the Web is treated as a
directed graph. Previous researches have shown that the Web presents strong connectivity,
which means that the Web pages with similar topical content have "dense" links between
them. Therefore the goal is to cluster in the same group the Web pages with similar con-
tent and this can be achieved by eliminating arcs between dissimilar pages. The advantage
of this approach than the previous one (users’ sessions-based clustering) is that the simi-
larity/dissimilarity of pages is determined by the structure of Website. Another interesting
feature of this approach is that it does not need to specify the number of clusters as a separate
parameter. On the other hand, the users’ sessions-based algorithms have several tuneable pa-
rameters (such as the number of clusters) that may affect significantly the clustering method.

In this context, various approaches for clustering of Web documents using the Website
topology have been proposed in the literature. The most indicative of them are the following:

– Web communities were proposed [18] on the basis of the evolution of an initial set
of hubs (pages that points to many relevant ones) and authorities (relevant pages that
pointed to by many hubs), such that the behavior of users is captured with respect to the
popularity of existing pages for the topic of interest [21]. More specifically, a Web graph
consists of several hundred thousand of sub-graphs, the majority of which correspond
to communities with a definite topic of interest. In this framework, several approaches
have been proposed (i.e. Maximum Flow and Minimal cuts, graph cuts and partitions,
PageRank algorithm etc.) in order to identify them [12].
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– Compound documentsare represented as Web graphs, which are either strongly con-
nected or nearly so. In graph theory, a directed graph is strongly connected if there is a
path from every vertex to every other vertex. Authors in [11] present new techniques for
identifying and working with such compound documents. In this work, the compound
documents are identified if they contain at least one of the following graph structures
within their hyperlink graph:
• Linear paths: There is a single ordered path through the document, and navigation to

other parts of the document are usually secondary (e.g. news sites with next link at
the bottom)

• Fully connected: These types of documents have on each page, links to all other
pages of the document (e.g. short technical documents and presentations)

• Wheel documents: They contain a table of contents (toc) and have links from this
single toc to the individual sections of the document (toc is a kind of hub for the
document)

• Multi-level documents: Complex documents that may contain irregular link struc-
tures such as multilevel table of contents

4 XML Data Clustering Perspectives and Future Trends

The XML language is becoming the standard web data exchange format, providing interop-
erability and enabling automatic processing of web resources. Using XML, one can annotate
pages or data exchanged in the Web using tags. Tags can be exploited by web scripts or pro-
grams to identify data easier, since they give meaning and structure to data. To this extend,
an XML document encodes data and structure in one entity, perfectly suited for describing
semistructured data [1], that is schema-less and self-describing pieces of information.

Processing and management of XML documents have already become popular research
issues [1]. Clustering XML documents refers to the application of clustering algorithms to de-
tect groups of XML documents that share similar characteristics. The estimation ofsimilarity
is closely related to thedistance metricexploited by the clustering algorithm. We consider
the clustering of XML documents as a problem with two dimensions:contentandstructure.
The content dimension needs distances that estimate similarity in terms of the textual content
inside elements in XML documents, while the structure dimension needs distances that esti-
mate similarity in terms of the structural relationships of the elements in XML documents.
We next discuss each one of these two dimensions.

4.1 Clustering XML documents: the content dimension

Clustering XML documents by content is mainly based on the application of traditional IR
techniques [31] to define distance metrics that capture the content similarity for pieces of
text. A new requirement for such a task arises from the need to supportgranularity of indexes
in XML documents. Applications may restrict the context of interest for the clustering pro-
cedure to certain XML elements instead of the whole document. Flexible models to manip-
ulate structured documents, taking into consideration their granularity, have been examined
in older works for SGML document management [23] and structured text databases retrieval
[32]. The main issues to consider in the case of content dimension in the clustering procedure
are:
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1. the generation ofdynamic statistics: these statistics include statistical information (for
example frequencies) for the terms inside tags, for various parts of the XML documents,

2. the design ofhierarchical indexes: these indexes should calculate efficiently the distance
metrics required by the clustering procedure for various parts of the XML documents,
and should be easily maintained to reflect changes in statistics.

Current work examples where such issues are explored include XML retrieval systems like
JuruXML [22], XXL [30], XIRQL [15], and hierarchical indexing methodologies, like the
flexible indexes [9], and the dynamic generation of vector spaces [17].

Another interesting issue arises from viewing XML documents under a data-centric ap-
proach. Treating elements ascategorical attributes(e.g. values “red”, “green”,“blue” for the
elementcolor as categorical attribute) or the values of elements asmarket basket data(e.g.
values of the elementprice) brings a data mining perspective in the task of grouping XML
documents by content. The challenge is the application of data mining techniques (like for
example the ROCK algorithm for clustering categorical attributes [19]) in the context of XML
documents, under the requirement of granularity.

4.2 Clustering XML documents: the structure dimension

Modeling XML documents with tree models [1], we can face the ‘clustering XML documents
by structure’ problem as a ‘tree clustering’ problem, and exploittree edit distancesto define
metrics that capture structural similarity [26]. Assuming a set of tree operations (e.g. insert,
delete, replace node) and a cost model to assign costs for each one, the tree edit distance
between two treesT1 andT2 is the minimum cost among the costs of all possible tree edit
sequences that transformT1 to T2. The tree edit distance can estimate the structural similarity
between trees that represent XML documents, and can be included in clustering procedures
to identify clusters of structurally similar XML documents.

However, since tree edit distance calculations are quite intensive, vector-based approaches
that capture the hierarchical relationships of tree structures should be also explored as a basis
to design appropriate efficient indexes.

The main issues to consider in the case of structure dimension in the clustering procedure
are:

1. the need or not for ordering in the elements of XML documents,
2. the difference in the importance of elements as structural primitives in the hierarchy

imposed by the XML document: the deletion of a top element, e.g.vehicles, might be
more important than the deletion of a bottom element, e.g.three-wheel-bicycles, in an
XML document.

3. semantic dissimilarities: different tags might refer to semantically similar elements, e.g.
elementsprice andcost.

Current work examples where such issues are explored include change detection methodolo-
gies [7], clustering methodologies like [24], indexes that used for time series management,
and bitmaps to model tree-like structures [13,33].
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5 Conclusions

It seems that both Web modelling and Web searching need to be improved. An emphasis is
put on increasing expressiveness of modelling tools and Web content capturing. New research
directions include:

– developing techniques to efficiently cluster the entire web based e.g. on similarity searches
in high dimensional spaces,

– developing scalable robust fuzzy techniques to model noisy data sets containing an un-
known number of overlapping categories,

– developing techniques like e.g. locality sensitive hashing, in which web pages are hashed
in such a way that similar pages have a much higher probability of collision than dissim-
ilar pages,

– exploring new techniques to handle linguistic and textual features.

Another sources of new research directions appear in considering so called deep Web.
Many of its sources are structured (stored in relational DBMSs) according to a specified
schema. Such schemas define the object domain of a source (e.g., goods, movies) and its
query capabilities (e.g., by price, actor). Clustering sources by their query schemas (i.e., at-
tributes in query interfaces) is possible. This approach is essentially clustering categorical
data. Clusters are often governed by statistical distributions.

The last but not least is a dynamics of the Web. The methods mentioned usually work
on a Web samples that are static, i.e. they represent only a snapshot of the real Web. It is a
challenge to model a dynamic Web and to develop methods for an efficient implementation
of its structure and content.
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